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	Integrating images, video, and audio content on a Drupal site requires knowledge of appropriate community modules, and an understanding of how to configure and connect them properly. With the power of up-to-date technologies such as HTML5, responsive web design, and the best modules available in Drupal's eco-system, we can create the best Drupal 7 media website.


	Drupal 7 Media is a practical, hands-on guide that will introduce you to the basic structure of a Drupal site and guide you through the integration of images, videos, and audio content. Learn to leverage the most suitable community modules and up-to-date technology such as HTML5 to offer a great user experience through rich media content.


	The book begins with a practical introduction to the basic Drupal building blocks. It then breaks down each media resource, and explores them in detail.


	You will learn how to leverage Drupal’s community modules to implement support for images, videos, and audio content, along with the best practices for implementation. We will be mentioning ideas throughout the book, which you can extend upon and use to build your own web applications. We will explore HTML5 support for media resources, the semantic web, and responsive web design, which are key topics in modern web application development. We will then build upon this knowledge and add more functionality to our sample website, such as support for analytic charts and customizing images, all of which we will implement using our own custom modules.


	You will learn everything you need to know about building, extending, and configuring a Drupal 7 media web application.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Set up a custom WYSIWYG profile and text format
	
		Learn to manage and embed images in content, and create image galleries and albums
	
		Manage and embed videos and audio playlists
	
		Set up HTML5-based video and audio players and integrate with JavaScript libraries for native browser support
	
		Enhance images with visual effects, and media content with multiple upload widgets, social ratings, watermark effects, and other community-contributed modules
	
		Create an HTML5-based canvas drawing application
	
		Build a responsive web design layout and semantic website with HTML5 and modern themes



	Approach


	This is a practical, hands-on guide packed with examples that will help you build rich Drupal 7 media web applications.


	Who this book is written for


	If you are a Drupal site builder and you wish to spice up your web applications with rich media content, then this book is for you. A basic understanding of HTML, JavaScript, and basic PHP module development in Drupal would be helpful, but is not necessary.
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Current News in Cardiology: Proceedings of the Mediterranean Cardiology Meeting 2007 (Taormina May 20-22, 2007)Springer, 2007

	This volume provides an overview of the state of the art on the emerging cardiac pathologies such as acute coronary syndromes, atrial fibrillation, sudden death, heart failure, global cardiovascular prevention and syncope. Its chapters, written by leading experts in these fields, offer the latest information about epidemiology,...
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Mastering RedminePackt Publishing, 2013

	Redmine is an open source gem for project management, and this book shows you how to exploit its features to the max. Written as a practical tutorial, it's also the perfect reference guide to have by your side.


	Overview

	
		Use Redmine in the most effective manner and learn to master it.
	...
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Reinforcement Learning with TensorFlow: A beginner's guide to designing self-learning systems with TensorFlow and OpenAI GymPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Leverage the power of reinforcement learning techniques to develop self-learning systems using TensorFlow

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore reinforcement learning concepts and their implementation using TensorFlow
	
			Discover different problem-solving methods for reinforcement...
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30 Arduino Projects for the Evil GeniusMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	30 Ways to Have Some Computer-Controlled Evil Fun!


	This wickedly inventive guide shows you how to program and build a variety of projects with the Arduino microcontroller development system. Covering Windows, Mac, and Linux platforms, 30 Arduino Projects for the Evil Genius gets you up to speed with the simplified C...
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Domain Architectures : Models and Architectures for UML ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
The last two decennia have witnessed many advances in the area of software
development. The advent of object-oriented programming languages and modelling
languages such as Unified Modeling Language (UML) has increased our ability
as developers to design and realize large and enterprise-wide software systems.
However, software...
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Murach's MySQLMike Murach & Associates, 2012

	Note: The current edition of this book is Murach's MySQL, 2nd Edition.


	This practical, hands-on training and reference guide is perfect for developers who need to learn MySQL. Written by Joel Murach, the author of bestselling "Java Servlets and JSP" and "PHP and MySQL" books, this is exactly the...
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